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EXCLUSIVELY
AESTHETIC

THE SALT VITALHEATER
Discover the unique SALT VITALHEATER which combines
modern infrared heating technology with the natural warm
storage capacity from „Himalayan“ salt.
We create handcrafted individual items from „Himalayan“ salt bars
which combine an appealing design, a cozy source of warmth, as
well as an efficient way of heating in a unique and new way.
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A HEALTHY INDOOR ENVIRONMENT
- Positive effect of salt on the respiratory system:
Sea climate at home
- H igher humidity level: Existing moisture is withdrawn
from walls and at the same time avoids formation of mold
- Fewer dust particles and allergens: Reduced air circulation
through infrared heating*
- H ealth promoting effect: As a result of the therapeutic effect
of infrared light
* in comparison with the convection heat of conventional heating systems

SOOTHINGLY
RELAXING

MODERN HEATING ENGINEERING
- S imple to install: One power outlet is sufficient
- C onvenient operation: Dimming and LED illumination
- I mmediate radiant heat: Enjoy direct warmth
- L asting warmth effect: long-lasting heat dissipation through
the salt bricks
- L ow operating costs: Cost-effective combination of infrared
radiation and salt as a heat storage medium
- E fficient energy supply: Provides warmth even at low
wattage (from 300 W)
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UNIQUE DESIGN
- M odern auxiliary heaters – easy to install almost anywhere
- H andcrafted individual pieces for exclusive interior design
- P ractical use and elegant shape
- U nique lighting effects as a result of the interplaying of colors
by the „Himalayan“ salt bar
- C ozy atmosphere combined with pleasant comfort
- E xclusive design and custom-made; tailored to your wishes –
A variety of models can be integrated into any room

SOLID AND
I NNOVATIVE

SALT AND INFRARED
Salt begins to melt at 800°C (1,472° F) and is perfect as a heat
storage medium. As soon as the SALT VITALHEATER is placed
into operation the radiant heat of the infrared heating lamps is
immediately noticeable. When the salt brick has warmed-up after a
half an hour a thermal storing mass is created which continuously
radiates heat throughout the surrounding area. The average
temperature of the salt brick is reached at 95°C (203° F) in a fully
heated room. Even if the heating lamps are dimmed, a large part
of the heating radiation is retained.* The watt strength of the
infrared heating lamps (300-2000 W) is significantly lower than
that of conventional electric heaters. For the first time this makes
electrical heating as an economically affordable option.
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* See the Vienna Displacement Law

PLANNED LONG DURABILITY
Based on considerations of reliability we purposely do not
incorporate high tech features such as controlling capabilities
using WLAN (WiFi), smartphone or apps; Rotary and toggle
switches which have proven themselves over the decades
supports our goal to offer you a durable and reliable product.

HANDMADE IN AUSTRIA
Our SALT VITALHEATER is produced in Austria with a high

SOLID AND
STABLE

degree of purely handcrafted work and with the utmost care.
This allows us to best meet the requirements of the valuable
natural material „Himalayan“ salt and guarantee the lasting
quality and sustainability of our products. Our company
philosophy is based on the principle of only using the best
and most natural materials from fair trade commerce. We
also rely on domestic production and the support of the local
community.
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THE SALT VITALHEATER
- I t is solid, stable and durable.
- I t heats by means of modern infrared lamps which depending
on the model can consume between 1,000 and 2,000 watts of
power and is efficiently converted into thermal energy.
- You can use your SALT VITALHEATER during the summer thanks
to the additional LED assembly as a stunning illuminated object.
Its use is not limited to the cold months of the year.
- I ts light provides an unparalleled pleasant atmosphere in every
room thanks to the reddish-orange radiant heat of the infrared
lamps as well as the natural color of the „Himalayan“ salt. The

ECOFRIENDLY
AND DURABLE

output of the heater can be continuously regulated by high
performance dimmers.
- You will feel the heat immediately after switching the heater on
as the „Himalayan“ salt is partially permeable to electromagnetic
radiation (i.e. radiation which can be detected by our senses
such as light or heat).
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Switzerland:
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www.salzsalz.ch
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